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1. Schaeffer. Francis, The Church at the End of the Twentieth
Century, InterVarsity Press. 1969.
2. Hunt. Dave, The Seduction of Christianity, Harvest House
Publishers, 1985, pp- 88-90

Discount (%)

3. Schlossberg, Herbert, Idols for Destruction, Thomas Nelson,
1983, p. 40.

$ 27,250

0%

27,250

10%

25,000

20%

4. MacArthur, John, Keys to Spiritual Growth, Fleming H.
Revell Company, 1976, pp. 21-54.

22,250

30%

5. Ibid.

20,000

40%

17,500

50%

6. Burkett, Larry, Your Finances in Changing Times, Moody
Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1975.

15,000

60%

12,500

70%

10,000

80%

7,500

90%

> 5,000

7. Blue, Ron, Master Your Money, Thomas Nelson Publishers,
1986.
8. Ibid.
9. Gothard, Bill, Men's Manual, Volume II, Institute in Basic
Youth Conflicts, Inc. Oak Brook, Illinois, 1983.

100%*

10. Blue, Ron, Ibid.
11. Farber, Lawrence, Encyclopedia of Practice and Financial
Management, Medical Economics Company, Inc., Oradell, New
Jersey, 1985.

* ($5.00 Office visit or
whatever can be afforded)

12. Byrne, Paul A., et al. "The Physician's Responsibility
Toward Sacred Human Life,. Linacre Quarterly, November,
1986.
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Book Review:
If We Can Keep a Severed Head Alive ... Discorporation and U.S.
Patent 4,666,425
By Chet Fleming
Published by Polinym Press, $12.95
Reviewed by Ed Payne, M.D.

I expected this book to be sensational and superficial. It
is, however, quite substantive and provocative. Chet
Heming is a "polinym", a public name to "retain some
degree of privacy" The author is not a Christian but
believes that "religious" leaders should be consulted to
ethical answers for this bizarre technology.

Chapters 8 - 9 discuss what the technical possibilities
are, what life would be like as a severed head, who
might get the operation, and how society might be
affected.
Chapters 10 - 11 discuss "Religious issues." The
author's attempt in this area is a breath of fresh air for
ethical discussions by non-Christians.

For more than a decade the author has been on a sort
of "quest" about the matter of "discorporation", the
technical name for keeping a severed head "alive". This
quest "partly" caused him to go into patent law,
specializing in biotechnology. For five years he studied
"as much as I could" about biochemistry and medical
technology. He has even applied for and been granted a
patent (#4,666,425) from the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, entitled, "Device for Perfusing an
Animal Head". This patent gives him the right to "stop
or slow down discorporation research in America
unless any researchers agree to follow certain
safeguards..."

"Instead of trying to ignore or belittle their input,
scientists should welcome them (religious leaders) to the
discussion and treat them with respect, with the hope
that they will contribute instead of disrupting the
debate."
While he is limited in his accuracy of Biblical knowledge
because he is not a believer, he makes a detailed and
honest attempt to apply Judeo-Christian ethics to
discorporation. On the one hand some criticisms that he
makes of some Christian positions are all too accurate
and humbling. On the other hand his religious answers
lack the Biblical depth and specificity that is both
needed and possible.

This man is serious! He has a concern about which he
has taken steps to allow ethical discussion before the
technology is actually successful.

Chapters 12 -16 discuss various technological and
ethical issues.

Chapters 1 - 3 review the actual research that has been
done in this area. Most research was done in the 1960's
with little being done since. Readers may be surprised
to find, however, the degree of success that was
achieved and that makes discorporation less than a
scientific fantasy.

The book is some 500 pages long, considerably more
than one would expect to be devoted to a narrow topic.
Part of its length is due to some redundancy of various
subjects and issues. At times his detail is too extensive,
causing tiresome reading.

Chapters 4 - 7 discuss the legal issues and is an
interesting discussion of patent law and the legislation
necessary to govern such research.

Overall, it is a book that I recommend. The author has
a style that is interesting and stimulating. He is honest
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